PSYCHOLOGY AND SPIRITUAL TECHNICAL STRATEGY IN PRE-NATAL TRANSFORMATION PROCESS FOR THE SALVATION OF BOTH MOTHER AND BABY
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The study of mind, behavior, and spiritual is necessary in protecting human life from both physical and mental complicated disorder syndromes. In the past 20 years, the advancement of medicinal chemistry apparatus, and ultrafast photonics equipment as well as low energy radiative imaging technology in medical fields had triggered interdisciplinary researchers to carry out their healing system accurately with an optimum time of working in treating their patients or targets. Here, we focus on one of the core points in the salvation of both mother and baby during the transformation process of 9 months prenatal stages. Such psychology, and spiritual research, and treatment particularly in technical strategy of transformation process of prenatal are rarely involved in gynecology practical system of modern doctors in this 21st century. In present work, one explains how the mind and behavior of both mother and baby are in close relationship, and the spiritual side of them could encourage their spirits of fighting to be healthy life during the transformation process. A detail step by step of the understanding in psychology treatment is provided with a comparison with that without such knowledge. Furthermore, a simultaneous treatment between the psychology and Spiritual based on holy Bible thought is presented in their Conjunction with the salvation of both Mother and baby during their growing process in prenatal transformation. Such important impacts will open a wide insight and scientific wisdom of practical doctors in improving their professional works in their patients.
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